Recently we have proposed a reliable method to describe the rotational band in a fully microscopic manner. The method has recourse to the configuration-mixing of several cranked mean-field wave functions after the angular-momentum-projection. By applying the method with the Gogny D1S force as an effective interaction, we investigate the moments of inertia of the ground state rotational bands in a number of selected nuclei in the rare earth region. As another application we try to describe, for the first time, the two-neutron aligned band in 164 Er, which crosses the ground state band and becomes the yrast states at higher spins. Fairly good overall agreements with the experimental data are achieved; for nuclei, where the pairing correlations are properly described, the agreements are excellent. This confirms that the previously proposed method is really useful for study of the nuclear rotational motion.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nuclear rotation is one of the most typical collective motions in nuclei [1] . Its semiclassical nature makes it possible to introduce the classical concepts like the rotational frequency and the transformation to the rotating frame, which are very useful to analyze the high-spin rotational bands [2] and nowadays provide a standard method called the cranked shell model [3] . However, the nucleus is a quantum many-body system and the basis of such a semiclassical treatment of the rotational motion is the symmetry breaking caused by the deformed mean-field, see e.g. [4] . In fact, the rotational motion emerges as a symmetry restoring collective motion of atomic nucleus as a whole and can be described full-quantum mechanically by the angular-momentum-projection method [4] . Although a nice rotational spectrum can be obtained by the angular-momentum-projection from the deformed mean-field state, it has been known that the level spacing of the obtained rotational spectrum tends to be larger than that of the experimental data; i.e. the moment of inertia is quite often underestimated. Inclusion of the time-odd components into the deformed mean-field, from which the projection performed, improves this problem and it can be easily realized by the cranking procedure [5] .
It has been demonstrated that the small cranking frequency is enough to increase the moment of inertia and the result of projection does not depend on the actual value of the frequency; we call it "infinitesimal cranking" for the angular-momentum-projection [6] .
Recently we have extended the study of the rotational motion by the angular-momentumprojection method [7] . Namely the cranking procedure is combined with the projection by employing the configuration-mixing with respect to the finite rotational frequency; we call it angular-momentum-projected multi-cranked configuration-mixing. This method was originally proposed by Peierls and Thouless long time ago [8] , but has not been taken seriously. We have applied it to a few examples to show that it gives a reliable description of the rotational motion at high-spin states [7] . The angular-momentumprojected configuration-mixing with respect to a few cranked mean-field states has recently been performed also in Ref. [9] .
As for the application of the angular-momentum-projection method to the nuclear rotational motion, many pioneering works have been done by the Projected Shell Model, see e.g. Ref. [10] . While the basic idea is the same, much larger but simple configurations, like the zero-, two-, four-, ..., quasiparticle excited bands are mixed in the sense of the shell model. We believe the multi-cranked configuration-mixing [7] is an alternative, which incorporates a relatively small number of mean-field configurations with the help of the cranking procedure.
The main purpose of the present work is to demonstrate that the multi-cranked configuration-mixing is indeed a reliable method to describe the rotational band with the angular-momentum-projection method. We first apply the method to the ground-state rotational bands for a number of selected nuclei in the rare earth region. At high-spin states, it is well-known that the band crossing (back-bending) phenomenon between the groundstate (g-) band and the Stockholm (s-) band, i.e., the two-neutron aligned band, occurs.
Therefore, we try to study the s-band in a typical nucleus 164 Er with the same multicranked configuration-mixing method; we are able to study the g-and s-bands separately without the inter-band mixing. The cranked mean-field states are determined selfconsistently by the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) method for given rotational frequencies employing the finite-range Gogny interaction [11] with the D1S parameter set [12] . After briefly explaining the theoretical framework in Sec. II, we show the results of calculations in Sec. III. The conclusion is drawn in Sec. IV
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Our basic approach to study the high-spin states of the nuclear collective rotation is the angular-momentum-projected configuration-mixing, or the projected generator coordinate method (GCM), where the cranking frequency ω rot is employed as a generator coordinate.
It was first proposed by Peierls-Thouless [8] , and the wave function is calculated by
where the operatorP I M K is the angular momentum projector, and the mean-field wave function, |Φ cr (ω rot ) , is obtained by the selfconsistent cranking procedure with the cranked
In the present work, the ground-state mean-field states are axially deformed and the cranking axis is chosen to be the y-axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis (z-axis).
Practically we discretize the generator coordinate, i.e., the cranking frequency, as (ω
and solve the configuration-mixing amplitude, g
rot ), with the so-called HillWheeler equation,
where the Hamiltonian and norm kernels are defined as usual,
We do not perform the number projection in the present work, and treat the number conservation approximately by replacing
and Z 0 are the neutron and proton numbers to be fixed. As for the neutron and proton chemical potentials λ ν and λ π we use those obtained for the HFB ground-state.
We have recently developed an efficient method for the angular-momentum-projection and the configuration-mixing [5] . This method is fully utilized also in the present work. To solve the HFB equation and to perform the projection calculation the harmonic oscillator basis expansion is employed. More details of our theoretical framework can be found in
Refs. [5] [6] [7] .
III. RESULTS OF CALCULATION
A. Ground-state bands of rare earth nuclei
As it is mentioned we employ the Gogny force with the D1S parameter set [12] as an effective interaction. Therefore there is no ambiguity for the Hamiltonian. The HFB equation is solved in the space generated by the isotropic harmonic oscillator potential with the frequency ω = 41/A 1/3 MeV. The size of the space is controlled by the oscillator quantum number N max osc ; all the basis states satisfying n x + n y + n z ≤ N max osc are included. We use N max osc = 10 for the following systematic calculations of the rotational spectra. The main target of the present work is the most basic rotational band, i.e., the g-band.
Therefore, we selected typical deformed nuclei in the rare earth region, i.e., three isotopes with the neutron number in N = 92-100 in each Gd, Dy, Er, and Yb nuclide, as they are tabulated in Table I . In this table we show the nuclear radii, the deformation parameters, and the average pairing gaps obtained by the HFB calculations in the ground-states of these selected nuclei. The ground-states are axially symmetric in all nuclei and the deformation parameter β λ is defined by [13] 
where the λ-pole moment Q λ0 and the radius R are calculated by the expectation value with respect to the HFB state,
The average pairing gap is defined bȳ
where the quantitiesv ab,cd and κ ab are the anti-symmetrized matrix element of the twobody interaction and the abnormal density matrix (pairing tensor), respectively [4] , and a means the time-reversal conjugate state of a. Here we corrected the misprinted expression of denominator in the definition of∆ in Refs. [6, 7] . The even-odd mass differences calculated by the 4th-order difference formula based on the 2003 mass table [14] are also included in Table I .
The result of the deformation parameter β 2 roughly corresponds to experimental data deduced by the measured B(E2) values [16] , but the calculated β 2 are slightly smaller. This is merely due to the differences in the definitions of β 2 in Ref. [16] and in the present work. The calculated radius R is 2.4-2.9% larger than the empirical value 1.
which is mostly due to the effect of deformation. In these stable nuclei the difference of the radius from the empirical value is not so large, but for the unstable nuclei the difference is Experimental even-odd mass differences calculated by the 4th-order formula ∆ e-o and the value of the norm cut-off for the configuration-mixing calculation are also included.
expected to be larger. Therefore, it is important to measure the nuclear radius to reliably extract the deformation parameters [15] .
As for the average pairing gaps selfconsistently calculated values are smaller than the even-odd mass differences in most cases. Especially the neutron pairing gap in 156 Gd is only 65% of the even-odd mass difference, and in 170 Yb the calculated average gaps for both the neutron and proton are about 27% smaller. On the other hand, for 160 Gd, 162 Dy and 164 Dy, the calculated gaps relatively well correspond to the even-odd mass differences, and their differences are less than 14%. As it is discussed in the following, the agreement of the calculated gaps with the even-odd mass differences is crucial to reproduce the moments of inertia of the g-band.
If the deformed superconducting state is obtained for the ground-state, we generate the cranked HFB states in Eq. (2) for a given set of rotational frequencies (ω (n) rot ; n = 1, 2, · · · , n max ). It was demonstrated [7] that the result of configuration-mixing does not depend on the choice of a set of frequencies, if the number of frequencies, n max , is five.
Therefore, we take n max = 5 and choose them (almost) equidistantly. Since the groundstate rotational band is studied, only the frequencies before the g-s crossing should be selected; we choose ω (n) rot = 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20 MeV as in Ref. [7] , for most of nuclei in Table I . However, it is known that there is no sharp g-s crossing observed in N=98 isotopes, so that we choose ω Once the cranked HFB states are prepared we perform the angular-momentumprojected multi-cranked configuration-mixing, see Eq. (3), to obtain the rotational spectrum. In order for the efficient calculation of projection, the cut-off of the quasiparticle basis is employed [5] , namely the canonical basis states of the HFB wave function whose occupation numbers are larger than 10 −6 are only retained. As for the integration mesh points for the Euler angles (α, β, γ) in the angular-momentum-projector, we take In the configuration-mixing in Eq. (3), the superposition of the states with respect to (K, n) for given I is overcomplete and there are vanishingly small norm states, which causes numerical problems [4] . Therefore, the norm cut-off should be done; namely, the eigenvalues of the norm kernel are first calculated and the small norm states should be excluded when solving the Hill-Wheeler Eq. (4). The value for the norm cut-off is better to be as small as possible not to miss important contributions. We start from the value 10
and increase it to avoid the numerical problems in each case. The actual values used in the following calculation are also denoted in Table I ; they are in the range, 10 −10 − 10 −12 .
Figures 1 and 2 show the resultant rotational spectra of the configuration-mixing for the ground-state bands in nuclei in Table I . The results of the simple projection from one cranked HFB state with small frequency ω rot = 0.01 MeV, i.e., those of the infinitesimal simple projection from one infinitesimally cranked HFB state in these figures, it is clear that the infinitesimal cranking gives a good description of the low-spin states. However, the deviations become non-negligible quickly at higher spins, I > ∼ 10 . With the multicranked configuration-mixing the energy gain at I = 20 from the simple projection is about 0.7 − 1.5 MeV, and therefore the effect of configuration-mixing is crucial for the description of the high-spin states.
In comparison with the experimental spectra, the results of the configuration-mixing reproduce the bending-down behaviors of the data at higher spins, which reflects the increase of moments of inertia. In contrast, the spectra of the simple projection with the infinitesimal cranking do not change or even increase as spin increases, which means that the moments of inertia obtained by the simple projection are rather constant. The deviation of the calculated spectrum from the measured spectrum is rather large in 156 Gd, 158 Dy, 160 Er, and 170 Yb, for which the average pairing gaps are considerably smaller than the even-odd mass differences, especially for neutron, see To study the rotational property in more detail, we show the first (or kinematic) moment of inertia in Figs. 3 and 4 , which is defined by
As a reference, the result of the cranked HFB calculation is also included in these figures, which is calculated by
and is plotted as a function of
We do not try to search the minimum energy at the fixed spin value in the cranked HFB calculation, and therefore the back-bending behavior of the moment of inertia is not obtained. It should be noticed that the cranked HFB inertia in Eq. (10) at high-spin states after the alignment of two quasineutrons should be considered to be that of the s-band and the inertia is unphysical in the band crossing region. The irregularities seen in the experimental moment of inertia are due to the effect of the g-s band crossing. is mainly because the calculated pairing gaps are markedly smaller than the even-odd mass differences. In these nuclei the amounts of increase for the moment of inertia are also much smaller than the experimental data. This indicates that the increase of the moment of inertia is mainly related to the reduction of the pairing correlations at higher spins. The agreements between the calculated and measured inertias are excellent for 160 by the cranked HFB at low-spin is slightly larger than the result of configuration-mixing; the large increase of the cranked HFB inertia is caused by the effect of the two-neutron alignment mentioned above.
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It should be emphasized that the moment of inertia obtained by the simple projection from the non-cranked HFB state (not shown in the present work) is about 30-40% smaller than the result of the infinitesimal cranking [5] [6] [7] . The inclusion of the time-odd components of the wave functions with K = 0 and the subsequent K-mixing is very important to reproduce the correct magnitude of the moments of inertia.
In Figures 5 and 6 we show how the moments of inertia is changed by the multi- enough for a good description of the rotational band at low-spin states, although the configuration-mixing is crucial at high-spin states.
B. Description of s-band in 164 Er
In the previous section only the g-band is considered. However, it is well-known that a different rotational band intersects with the g-band and becomes the yrast state at higher spin values. This band is called the s-band, in which two quasineutrons are excited to align their angular momenta to the axis of collective rotation. The band crossing between the g-and s-bands is the origin of the back-bending phenomenon first observed in Ref. [18] , where the rotational frequency decreases when spin increases along the yrast line. How this alignment of the two quasineutron occurs can be nicely understand by the semiclassical cranking model, see e.g. Refs. [3] . We have shown that the g-band can be nicely described by our multi-cranked configuration-mixing method. Therefore it is natural to study the s-band with the same method. 
We have already investigated the g-band in
164 Er in our previous work [7] with N max osc = 12. Therefore, we use the same model space for the s-band in this section. The method of the calculation is the same as in Ref. [7] except that the set of cranking frequencies is suitably chosen for the description of the s-band. By the cranked HFB calculation, the alignment of the two quasineutrons occurs at ω rot ≈ 0.24 MeV in 164 Er with the Gogny D1S parameter set, see Fig. 5 of Ref. [7] . We use the four cranked HFB states with frequencies, ω rot =0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40 MeV, for the configuration-mixing calculation of the s-band. The value of the norm cut-off is taken to be 10 −9 , with which the result is stabilized, and K max = 20 and I max = 36 are used. The resultant spectrum for the sband is depicted in Fig. 7 ; for completeness the calculated result of the g-band in Ref. [7] is also included, which was obtained with the set of five frequencies ω rot =0.01, 0.05, higher than the experimental data; the excitation energy of 12 + state is 2.69 MeV, which is about 170 keV higher than the experimentally measured one.
In Figs. 8 and 9 , we show how the resultant spectrum is obtained by the configurationmixing calculation for the g-and s-bands, respectively, where the five (four) spectra calculated by the projection from one cranked HFB state with different frequencies are depicted in addition to the result of the configuration-mixing for the g-band (s-band). From Fig. 8 it can be seen that the five spectra for the g-band, each of which is obtained from the one cranked state with ω rot = 0.01 ∼ 0.20 MeV, are rather similar, and the energy gain by the configuration-mixing is larger at higher spin, which leads to the increase of the moment of inertia as a function of spin. This suggests that the K-mixing and configuration-mixing induced by the cranking is more effective at higher spins; the Hill-Wheeler equation (4) should be solved even for the case of projection from a single HFB state and its dimension of increases as spin increases. In contrast, the four spectra for the s-band obtained from the one cranked state with ω rot = 0.25 ∼ 0.40 MeV are rather different as is shown in Fig. 9 . Non of the spectra looks like the observed one and the configuration-mixing is very important for the s-band to obtain the correct spectrum. Each spectrum in Figs. 9 has a minimum energy at a finite spin value, and the spin value that gives a minimum is larger for the spectrum obtained from the cranked HFB with larger cranking frequency.
Moreover, the energy gain by the configuration-mixing is considerable at lower spin, while it is much smaller at I > ∼ 15 and the resultant configuration-mixed spectrum looks more like the envelope curve of the four spectra. Note that the aligned angular momentum of the two quasineutrons is estimated to be about 10 in 164 Er. Thus, the role played by the configuration-mixing seems to be somewhat different in the g-and s-bands, and the configuration-mixing is much more crucial for the s-band than for the g-band. Although the nice band crossing is obtained by the calculation, the agreement of the moment of inertia for the s-band is not as good as that for the g-band, which is shown in In the case of the g-band the result of the configuration-mixing does not depend on the choice of a set of frequencies for the cranked HFB states [7] . However, it turns out that the result for the s-band is not completely independent of the choice of frequencies. We show Ref. [7] . The cranked HFB state is most suitable for describing the states with spin around its expectation value. In fact, the difference of moments of inertia obtained with the two sets of frequencies is small in the spin range I > ∼ 20; the results of configurationmixing mainly differs in the lower spin region, I < ∼ 10. It may be necessary to include the cranked HFB states with lower spin-expectation values for the configuration-mixing of the s-band in order to obtain the result that is independent of the detailed choice of the frequencies. Thus, the description of the s-band is not as simple as in the case of the gband, especially in the low-spin region, I < ∼ 10. It may not, however, be a serious problem because the s-bands for such low-spin parts have not been observed in experiments and it is difficult to compare with experimental data. In any case, we need to study further for more satisfactory description of the s-band.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the rotational bands in the rare earth nuclei by employing our recently developed microscopic framework, the angular-momentum-projected multi-cranked configuration-mixing method [7] . In this method several cranked HFB states are utilized with a suitably chosen set of rotational frequencies. We use the Gogny force with the D1S parameter set as an effective interaction, and there is no ambiguity for the Hamiltonian.
We first apply our method to the g-band of various selected nuclei in the rare earth region. Reasonably good overall agreements are obtained for the energy spectra and the moments of inertia up to about I ≈ 20. In a few cases the moments of inertia at low spin are considerably overestimated and the increase of the inertia as a function of spin is not enough compared with the experimental data. It is found that the selfconsistently calculated pairing correlations are too weak for such nuclei; the average pairing gaps for both neutrons and protons are only about 70% of or even less than the even-odd mass differences. If the pairing properties are nicely reproduced, the agreements of the moments of inertia are found to be excellent. In this way we have confirmed that our method is capable to reliably describe the nuclear rotational motion near the ground state.
Next we apply our approach to the study of the s-band in the nucleus 164 Er for the first time. The method of calculation is the same for the s-band; the only difference is that the cranked HFB states with higher rotational frequencies are employed for the configuration-mixing, in which the two quasineutrons align their angular momenta. Thus the g-and s-bands can be calculated separately without the inter-band mixing between them. The band crossing between the g-and s-bands can be reproduced, although the spin value, at which the two bands cross, is slightly larger than the observed one. The calculated moment of inertia of the s-band is overestimated especially at high-spin states.
This is mainly because the selfconsistently calculated pairing correlation for neutrons vanishes in the cranked HFB states due to the alignment of two quasineutrons, which cannot be avoided as long as the Gogny D1S force is employed. It is found that the result of configuration-mixing weakly depends on the choice of the set of cranking frequencies for the s-band, especially in the lower spin region, in contrast to the case of the g-band,
where the result is independent of the choice of frequencies. Thus, further investigation is necessary for the proper description of the s-band, which is an important future work.
